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In this paper, we present two novel perspectives on the function of the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG). First, a structured sequence processing perspective facilitates the search for functional segregation within the LIFG and provides a way to express common aspects across cognitive domains including language, music and action. Converging evidence from functional magnetic resonance imaging and transcranial magnetic stimulation studies suggests that the LIFG is engaged in sequential processing in artificial grammar learning, independently of particular stimulus features of the elements (whether letters, syllables or shapes are used to build up sequences). The LIFG has been repeatedly linked to processing of artificial grammars across all different grammars tested, whether they include non-adjacent dependencies or mere adjacent dependencies. Second, we apply the sequence processing perspective to understand how the functional segregation of semantics, syntax and phonology in the LIFG can be integrated in the general organization of the lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC). Recently, it was proposed that the functional organization of the lateral PFC follows a rostro-caudal gradient, such that more abstract processing in cognitive control is subserved by more rostral regions of the lateral PFC. We explore the literature from the viewpoint that functional segregation within the LIFG can be embedded in a general rostro-caudal abstraction gradient in the lateral PFC. If the lateral PFC follows a rostro-caudal abstraction gradient, then this predicts that the LIFG follows the same principles, but this prediction has not yet been tested or explored in the LIFG literature. Integration might provide further insights into the functional architecture of the LIFG and the lateral PFC.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade, a growing number of papers have combined artificial grammar learning (AGL) paradigms with neuroimaging methods such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) [1–10], event-related potentials [3] and brain stimulation techniques [11–13] to study structured sequence processing, pattern perception and/or rule learning. In AGL, subjects are exposed to patterned sequences generated from a complex rule system. The subjects are subsequently probed with new examples of sequences that may follow or break the pattern. Interestingly, these studies consistently report the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG) to be activated during AGL, whereas other regions involved in AGL vary across studies. However, theories on the functional role of the LIFG remain rather heterogeneous [14]. In addition, a broader view on how these results should be integrated into a general cognitive neuroscience perspective on higher cognition is missing. The first purpose of the paper is to describe the so-called structured sequence processing perspective, inspired by [15] and [9], which provides a framework within which a range of AGL experiments can be integrated. By reviewing the literature on LIFG activation across different cognitive tasks involving processing of sequentially structured stimuli, including structured sequence processing per se (as in AGL), but also language, music and the action domain, we underline the potential of the sequence processing perspective for investigation of LIFG function.

The second purpose of this paper is to bridge the gap between the language literature on the LIFG and the cognitive control literature on lateral prefrontal cortex (PFC) function. We suggest that the structured sequence processing perspective links language and
cognitive control functions of the LIFG/PFC. One recent overarching finding on lateral PFC function is a rostro-caudal gradient corresponding to abstraction during cognitive control [16–19]. We use the structured sequence processing perspective to integrate the functional segregation of phonology, syntax and semantics across a rostro-caudal axis in the LIFG with a general rostro-caudal axis in the lateral PFC. We focus on structural sequence processing in the domains of language, action and music as well as on the LIFG, which spans Brodmann areas (BAs) 44, 45 and 47, in the ventral part of the lateral PFC.

2. THE STRUCTURED SEQUENCE PROCESSING PERSPECTIVE

The structured sequence processing perspective originated in Reber’s [20] investigations of human learning of the abstract syntactic structure in natural language using artificial grammars. From this perspective, language is seen as structured sequences of linguistic elements. A sequence is an ordered combination of elements. In a structured sequence, certain elements predict other elements. A structured sequence is thus different from a random sequence, where there are no dependencies between elements. In this paper, we discuss common aspects of temporally extended stimuli, such as speech, music or sequential body movement patterns such as gestures or dance. Importantly, not all stimuli can be described as structured sequences. Examples include visual patterns, natural scenes or stimuli which are non-ordered combinations, such as the ingredients in a salad. We use the structured sequence processing perspective primarily to understand LIFG function. The perspective of language as structured sequences thus highlights common aspects of language and other cognitive domains such as actions and music [5,7,15,21].

The central empirical observation in favour of the structured sequence processing perspective on LIFG function is the overlapping activation of the LIFG during language processing, divided into phonological, syntactic and semantic aspects [22–26], in music [27–31] and action processing [32,33]. We will review this literature further on, but let us first note that these results make sense if there are domain general structured sequence processing mechanisms in the LIFG, used across the domains of language, music and action. In the LIFG, language might thus be processed as sequences of phonemes, syllables, words and sentences; music as rhythmic sequences or tonal sequences of motifs and melodic passages; and grasping movements or dances as sequences of actions.

(a) The structured sequence processing perspective applied to phonology, syntax and semantics

Language displays phonological, syntactic and semantic structure. A common structural feature of these three language domains is adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies between linguistic elements. Phonological structure can be seen as sequences of phonemes, onsets and codas (for recently structured sequence processing perspectives on phonological structure, see [34–36]). Syntactic structure can be seen as sequences of words [4,5,7,9,15,37,38], and morphosyntactic structure can be seen as sequences of word fragments. It has been argued that phonological structure is less complex. For instance, it may involve fewer non-adjacent dependencies compared with syntactic structure [36]. Non-adjacent dependencies between words and expressions can also be analysed as a part of semantic structure. For example, there is discussion on whether anaphora (an expression referring to another within the same text) should be analysed as a part of semantic or syntactic structure [39].

As expected from the sequence processing perspective of LIFG function, converging evidence suggests that the LIFG—as part of the perisylvian language network—is engaged in semantic, syntactic and phonological processing in natural language [22–24,26]. These activations in the LIFG can thus be seen as resulting from operations on sequences of words or lexical items to produce full sentences. We will call this operation sentence-level processing, as opposed to word-level processing, which involves operations on sublexical items to produce words, i.e. creating words from syllables or phonemes. We will now elaborate on the functional neuroimaging evidence in favour of the structured sequence processing perspective on LIFG function by looking at evidence in domains other than natural language.

3. NEUROIMAGING OF THE LEFT INFERIOR FRONTAL GYRUS IN ARTIFICIAL GRAMMAR, MUSIC AND ACTION PROCESSING

(a) Artificial grammar experiments

The critical test of the structured sequence processing perspective on LIFG function is whether the LIFG is involved in processing recently learned or acquired sequences, independently of the kind of elements the sequences are built from. These questions have been explored using the AGL paradigm [40,41]. An important advantage of this paradigm compared with natural language paradigms is that it controls for confounding factors such as unsystematic semantic or phonological variability of experimental stimuli [1]. In neuroimaging studies of AGL with grammars that display only adjacent dependencies, BA 44/45 is activated and, moreover, processing of artificial grammars depends causally on activity levels in BA 44/45 [6,9,12,13]. However, it has been shown that this region revealed a significantly increased haemodynamic response to non-adjacent dependencies, when directly compared with adjacent dependencies [1]. In a study by Bahlmann et al. [1], some sequences followed the rule $A(B^n)$, where $A$ and $B$ belonged to two different categories of consonant–vowel syllables ($n$ is the number of elements in sequence; figure 1). In contrast, the rule $A^nB^n$ generated multiple non-adjacent dependencies between category $A$ and category $B$ syllables. These dependencies were organized in a nested or centre-embedded organization ($A1A2A3B3B2B1$; figure 1). Several precautions were taken in the experimental procedure to ensure that participants processed the $A^nB^n$ rule and did not apply alternative
strategies such as counting or other simple processing strategies (for details, see [1]).

The direct contrast between processing of multiple non-adjacent versus adjacent sequence processing produced activity in the LIFG (BA 44). Moreover, BA 44 also showed increased haemodynamic response during the processing of centre-embedded compared with adjacent dependencies in an AGL task using visual-spatial stimuli [2]. A causal connection between activity in the LIFG and processing of multiple non-adjacent dependencies at the end stage of implicit acquisition has recently been demonstrated using transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) [12]. In this case, the multiple non-adjacent dependencies were organized in a crossed manner (A1A2A3B1B2B3; figure 1). Both improvements [11,13] and impairments [12] in AGL performance have been observed after brain stimulation of BA 44/45. This suggests a complex causal role of BA 44/45 in a larger structured sequence processing network. Structured sequence processing involves but is not solely processed in the LIFG. AGL studies also report activation in subcortical [1,2,6,42] and other cortical regions (including temporal [9], parietal and occipital cortex [10]). In addition, the right IFG (RIFG) has been implicated [6].

The finding that some sequential patterns engage neuronal populations within the LIFG more than other sequential patterns suggest that the mid-LIFG is a key structured sequence processing region, rather than suggesting a specialization of the LIFG for a particular sequence type. Thus, the LIFG is more recruited during non-adjacent processing than during adjacent processing, but recruitment is not specific to the processing of non-adjacent dependencies. Furthermore, the fact that the mid-LIFG is activated in cognitive contrasts manipulating sequential features such as different grammatical sequential patterns [1,2,43,44] or violations to sequential patterns [6,9,10,12,13] provides further evidence for the involvement of this region in AGL and structured sequence processing in general. This is consistent with other studies reporting activity in the LIFG during processing of syntactically complex sentences when compared with syntactically simpler sentences in natural languages such as English [45], French [46], German [47], Hebrew [48] or Japanese [49] (see [23]).

The relevance of the structured sequence processing perspective for LIFG function is also supported by impaired structured sequence learning, e.g. in agrammatic aphasics, predominantly with lesions in Broca’s region [15,50], Broca’s aphasics [50] and traumatic brain patients with prefrontal damage [51]. Moreover, the integrity of white matter fibre tracts in the LIFG is associated with AGL performance [52].

(b) Integration with evidence from music and action

Taken together, the results described earlier suggest that the LIFG is engaged in processing structured sequences whether dependencies are adjacent or non-adjacent, and independently of particular stimulus features of the elements (whether letters, syllables or abstract shapes are used). This is consistent with involvement of the IFG in musical sequences and action sequences. Indeed, as predicted by the structured sequence processing account, the LIFG is activated in musical structured sequence processing [28–30]. Moreover, musicians show increased grey matter density in the LIFG compared with non-musicians [27], and Broca’s aphasics are impaired in processing musical sequences [31]. Surrounding areas have also been activated in both musical processing and AGL, in particular the frontal operculum [6,9,53,54] and the anterior insula [6,9,53,54]. Action sequences, action observation and action imitation activate posterior portions of the LIFG in humans [32,33,55,56] and in monkeys [57,58]. Because functional anatomy varies across subjects, one can object to common activations in the LIFG across domains as possible artefacts of group averaging. It is thus important to note that overlaps between activations by sentence processing and sequence processing, in this case artificial grammar processing, can be found on a single subject level [9].

4. A ROSTRO-CAUDAL ABSTRACTION GRADIENT IN LATERAL PREFRONTAL CORTEX

Recent models suggest a rostro-caudal gradient in the lateral PFC for abstraction during cognitive control processes [16,19]. Abstraction is the process of generalization by reducing the information content of a concept or an observable phenomenon, typically in order to retain information that is relevant for a particular purpose. If we take structured sequence processing as an example, then an abstract sequence can be presented as speech, music or an action sequence when focusing on the pattern of adjacent and non-adjacent dependencies between elements. Although we will use this definition, we will however focus on temporal abstraction, defined by Botvinick [17]. Temporally abstract representations span and unite sequences of events over longer time scales than less temporally abstract representations.

(a) Temporal abstraction and cognitive control

The lateral PFC is engaged in cognitive control [59], which refers to the ability to flexibly adapt behaviour in order to achieve goals or intentions. In general, cognitive control is necessary for a variety of processes, such as
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Figure 1. The (AB)^n grammar, and the A^nB^n grammar, with two different kinds of organizations of the multiple non-adjacent dependencies. The dependencies are indicated by the drawn lines above the elements.
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active maintenance, inhibition, task-switching, decision-making, conflict monitoring, error processing and—interestingly from the structured sequence processing perspective—abstract rule processing. Abstraction is a crucial prerequisite of cognitive control [60], and the ability to process abstract action goals is necessary to act flexibly in changing environments. Some goals require more abstraction than other goals, and the brain has representations at different levels of abstraction. We note that abstraction is rarely defined precisely within the cognitive control literature. Tasks that involve stimulus–response (S–R) mapping (analysed as less abstract), task-switching over longer time scales (more abstract), or task-set maintenance over even longer time scales (most abstract) are however segregated. Thus, temporal abstraction is coherent with the experimental manipulations of abstraction in this literature. Interestingly, recent models summarizing the findings from the cognitive control literature suggest that lower levels of abstraction engage caudal (posterior) subregions, whereas higher levels of abstraction processes engage rostral (anterior) subregions of the lateral PFC. In particular, the dorsal premotor cortex was engaged during the lowest level of abstraction; posterior and middle parts of the inferior frontal sulcus (IFS) were recruited at the middle level; the anterior IFS and orbito-frontal gyrus were engaged during the highest level of abstraction [16, 61, 62].

An intriguing question now arises: is there a similar rostro-caudal gradient in the ventro-lateral PFC, in particular the LIFG, as in the rest of the lateral PFC? A recent recurrent neural network model focused on modelling hierarchically organized goal-directed behaviour with tasks and subtasks [63]. It was shown that particular properties of connectivity within the network produced a temporal abstraction gradient, such that subtasks that could be accomplished on a shorter time scale were located at the base of the network, and tasks that integrated these subtasks were located at the apex of the network. If connectivity patterns are the sources of the rostro-caudal abstraction gradient in the PFC, then there is no reason to believe that the LIFG would behave differently from the rest of the lateral PFC, because connectivity patterns are similar [18]. The cognitive control literature we have cited on lateral PFC function indeed does not presume that the LIFG would be different. This has however not been discussed within the literature of LIFG function, and the LIFG has not been studied from this perspective. The purpose of the remainder of this paper is to explore the literature with a focus on a possible abstraction gradient in the LIFG, with a focus on temporal abstraction.

(b) Structured sequence processing and temporal abstraction

From the perspective of temporal abstraction, a more abstract sequential representation unites sequences of events over larger time scales. We will now elaborate on this definition in the context of structured sequence processing. Time in this context is logical time or order [21], rather than absolute or physical time (as measured with a global clock). In physical time, a slowly enough pronounced word can take longer to pronounce than a whole sentence containing the same word. If temporal abstraction were defined in physical time, then this word would thus be more temporally abstract than the sentence. However, because temporal abstraction is defined in logical time, a word is always less temporally abstract than a sentence containing the word. The temporal abstraction view on sequence processing is a novel computational or a semiformal approach to artificial grammars, natural language, as well as other cognitive domains with sequential structure (see Jäger & Rogers [64] for more extended formal approaches to sequence processing and an explanation of the rationale). We will now focus on a possible temporal abstraction gradient within the LIFG.

We will start from the observation that sentence-level semantic structure—realized as sequences of phrases or words—has dependencies at a similar or longer timescale compared with syntactic structure, which is mainly realized as sequences of words, and compared with morphosyntactic structure in particular, which is realized as sequences of syllables (e.g. inflectional patterns). Sequences realizing syntactic structure, in turn, have an inherently longer temporal scale than phonological structure, which consists of sequences of syllables and phonemes. The temporal abstraction gradient in the lateral PFC, applied to the perspective on language as sequences of linguistic elements thus predicts a rostro-caudal gradient within the LIFG, where semantic processing is located rostrally to syntactic processing, which in turn is located rostrally to phonological processing (a brief version of this prediction appeared in Koechlin & Jubault [65]). This is the first simplified model that we will compare against the literature. A second, cruder model merely divides sentence-level processing, where there are dependencies between words and phrases, from word-level processing, where there are dependencies between sublexical elements such as phonemes or syllables. The rostro-caudal division in this model is thus between sentence-level processing in the rostral part and word-level or sublexical processing in the caudal part of the LIFG (figure 2).

As predicted from the hypothesis of a temporal abstraction gradient in the LIFG, phonological, syntactic and semantic processing are segregated in the rostral–caudal direction (figure 1) [22]. BA 47 has been linked to semantic processing, BA 45 in the middle linked to syntactic processing and the posterior BA 44 connected to phonological processing. The segregation of semantics and phonology was already found in a meta-analysis by Poldrack et al. [25]. We conclude that the segregation of phonology, syntax and semantics in the inferior frontal gyrus is largely supported in large bodies of fMRI/positron emission tomography studies [22, 24–26], as well as when intracranial recordings [66] or neurostimulation [67] methods are used. The most clear result is that the anterior part of the LIFG (BA 45/47) is more likely to be activated by sentence-level processing, and the posterior part (BA 44/6) is more likely to be activated by phonologically related tasks, e.g. at a sublexical- or word-processing level. Interestingly, in an fMRI study...
directly probing sentence-level processing, sentences activated the anterior LIFG (BA 47 and BA 45) more than unstructured word sequences, pointing to a role of anterior LIFG in sentence-level processing [68]. A recent fMRI study on sentence processing gives further evidence for this suggestion. Pallier et al. [46] varied the number of constituents to be integrated in a sentence and found activity in mid (BA 44) and anterior (BA 45) parts of the LIFG, also for sentences, in which all open-class words were replaced by pronounceable non-words (‘Jabberwocky sentences’). Interestingly, only the activation in anterior LIFG increased linearly as a function of constituent integration. This finding is consistent with the hypothesis that the more elements that need to be integrated in a sequence, the more anterior the activation within the LIFG. The finding that the same is true for Jabberwocky sentences suggests that the temporal abstraction gradient is relevant for structured sequences in general, rather than for natural language stimuli in particular. However, in Pallier et al. [46], the constituent size was parametrically varied between 1 and 6, and then jumped to 12 constituents. A paradigm where the parametric modulation of constituent size also covered larger sizes would provide a more direct test of the LIFG gradient that we suggest, also ranging to BA 47. As a note of caution, we would like to mention task complexity as a potential confounding factor for our proposal. If accuracy is lower in task A than in task B, then task A is probably more difficult or complex and this is not always controlled for in the neuroimaging studies we have reviewed.

In summary, there is evidence for a rostro-caudal temporal abstraction gradient when applying the sequence processing perspective to natural language. More abstract structured sequences unite subsequences of events over larger time scales. Neuronal populations that represent/process more temporally abstract structured sequences are located more rostrally. In the mid-LIFG and caudally, syntactic and phonological structure, mainly realized as sequence dependencies at the level of phrases, words or sublexical fragments, are processed. In our perspective, the rostral LIFG is involved in sentence-level processing, integrating less abstract phonological and syntactic processing. The goal is to extract the sentence meaning temporally which includes more temporally abstract dependencies. Interestingly, there is fMRI evidence that gesture (which can be analysed as action sequences) is integrated with speech in the rostral LIFG [69]. This leads us to a discussion on the representations in the anterior LIFG, which may not only be more temporally abstract, but also domain general.

(c) Domain general functions of the left inferior frontal gyrus

The function of the LIFG is not restricted to sequence processing. This region is also engaged in functions such as conflict resolution in semantic discrimination tasks [70], analogical [71] and deductive reasoning [72]. TMS [73], patient [74], and combined patient and fMRI [75] studies suggest a causal involvement of this region in interference suppression. Although these studies do not support a temporal abstraction gradient in the LIFG, some of them [71] support a domain generality abstraction gradient in this region. Bunge et al. [71] showed that analogy reasoning in the language domain recruits anterior parts of the LIFG (BA 47) and left fronto-polar cortex (BA 10) in comparison with a semantic retrieval task. Finding analogies between concepts requires more abstraction, following our definition, compared with retrieving the...
Broca’s area [80,83]. BA 47 and BA 45 are more similar architectonic and myeloarchitectonic sections, also in cytoarchitectonic sections coincide with receptor architectonic parcellation techniques (figure 3) [80]. BA 44 and an anterior and posterior BA 45, using reception into the topography of the LIFG revealed in the different regions of the LIFG. A recent investigate of this gradient: the local structural differences and would now like to discuss one possible neural sub-

In the example of sentence-level processing, temporally abstract and domain general representations of sentence processing may integrate domain specific representations such as semantic structure and gestures (some initial evidence is provided in Willems et al. [69]). These domain general representations may include aspects of world knowledge and pragmatic information as well. This is supported by an fMRI study contrasting correct sentences versus sentences with semantic violations (the capital of Germany is sour) or world knowledge violations (the capital of Germany is Stockholm), which showed an overlap of these two contrasts in the anterior LIFG [81]. The same area was activated when the content of speech was incongruent with pragmatic information (voice characteristics), compared against pragmatically congruent sentences [82].

**Figure 3.** We propose a rostro-caudal abstraction gradient within the left inferior frontal gyrus in terms of two parallel but intertwined abstraction features, integrating the temporal abstraction gradient from figure 2 with an abstraction gradient of domain generality. The red lines in this figure correspond to BA 44 being subdivided into a ventral and dorsal part (44v and 44d) and BA 45 comprising an anterior and posterior part (45a and 45p), based on receptor architectonic parcellations [80]. These divisions can be used to describe a rostro-caudal gradient in more detail. In this model, 44d and 6v are engaged in phonological processing (light blue), which instantiates sequence rules at the word level; 44v and 45p are engaged in processing e.g. syntactic rules at the word and sentence processing level and perhaps also semantic rules at the sentence level; and 45a and BA 47 are engaged in the integration of these processes as well as information from other domains (such as gesture information) with the goal of extracting the meaning (light green) at longer time scales.

**5. CYTOARCHITECTONIC, RECEPTOR ARCHITECTONIC AND MYELOARCHITECTONIC STRUCTURE IN BILATERAL INFERIOR FRONTAL GYRUS**

We have suggested a functional gradient in the LIFG, and would now like to discuss one possible neural substrate of this gradient: the local structural differences in the different regions of the LIFG. A recent investigation into the topography of the LIFG revealed further subdivisions of this area into a dorsal and ventral BA 44 and an anterior and posterior BA 45, using receptor architectonic parcellation techniques (figure 3) [80]. Cytoarchitectonic sections coincide with receptor architectonic and myeloarchitectonic sections, also in Broca’s area [80,83]. BA 47 and BA 45 are more similar than BA 45 and 44, in terms of cytoarchitectonics (in particular, layer IV is granular in the two more anterior areas [84–86]). We would now like to discuss what functional significance these coinciding sections of anatomical structure can be expected to have. The argument against strong functional significance of these divisions is that central properties of cortical circuits, such as asymmetrical connections between pyramidal cells in different layers, are homogenous over the brain. Other properties, such as pyramidal cell size and dendritic complexity, change gradually in the anterior–posterior direction [87]. Another important observation is that patches of cortex can change their function, such as in the congenitally blind [88]. Thus, it has been suggested that long-range connectivity to other areas is rather what determines the function of a particular patch of cortex or a brain-wide network as a
whole. Although this might be true, the question remains whether it is a coincidence that particular areas are systematically wired together.

Let us consider the functional location of phonological processing in the posterior LIFG, as one node in a larger perisylvian language network. There are two possible explanations for the consistent location of this node in the posterior rather than anterior LIFG over subjects: (i) cyto-, receptor- and myeloarchitectonic properties (node properties or local connectivity) and (ii) the relation of the node to other nodes in the brain-wide network, in which it is included (global connectivity properties). In the current state of the literature, we see no basis for rejecting either of the putative explanations outright. For instance, although the anatomical micro- and mesoscopic structure, e.g. of connectivity within a cortex patch, might not exclude the possibility of a certain area performing many different functions, there might be a bias to perform one function over another. After millions of iterations in the course of development, such a bias might result in computationally specific representations in a cortical patch as a function of its local anatomical structure. For instance, modelling has shown that neural networks involving a so-called bottleneck in terms of connectivity are better at learning to perform a task that involves multiple time scales, compared with fully connected networks [89]. Such task–connectivity interactions for optimal performance might be relevant locally, within a cortex patch, as well as globally, within brain-wide networks.

The posterior and anterior part of the PFC differs in terms of both local and global connectivity. Tractography from voxels in the anatomical regions of BA 44/45 differentiated two main pathways connecting BA 44/45 with posterior language areas [90,91]. First, a dorsal pathway, connecting BA 44 with the posterior temporal lobe via the superior longitudinal fasciculus, a tract of particular importance for processing syntactic structures [7]. Second, a ventral pathway, connecting BA 45 with the anterior temporal lobe via the extreme capsule, has been shown to play a functional role in language processing [92]. In summary, there is independent evidence for a rostro-caudal gradient and/or parcellation of the LIFG, from anatomy and connectivity alone. Our proposal is a rostro-caudal gradient at a gross anatomical level. This might be implemented in gradual transitions or stepwise transitions at the level of BAs, or a mixture of both. For instance, gradual changes in the cytoarchitecture of layer IV in LIFG have been observed [93]. Results reported in Amunts et al. [80] also indicate gradual changes in receptor architectonics. The borders between BAs are however also present in many of the receptor systems studied in Amunts et al. [80]. When describing the full function of the LIFG or PFC, the many connections to posterior brain structures must be considered. None of the brain regions we have been discussing performs one function in isolation, but can be recruited for different purposes by different networks. We would like to emphasize the importance of thinking in terms of networks, such as the extended network for structured sequence processing described in §3a.

The proposed implementation of structured sequence processing in the brain includes (but is not limited to) the LIFG. In our impression, there is not enough functional data to make a systematic review on a rostro-caudal gradient in the RIFG. Thus, our proposal and cited evidence will at least apply to the LIFG, whereas parts of the evidence might apply also to the RIFG. A recent receptor architectonic study revealed different distribution of receptor density between the LIFG and the RIFG [80]. Moreover, a cross-species comparison of primate brains (including humans) suggests a hemispheric asymmetry of the PFC, such that relative size of the left PFC increased more than the right PFC [94] during human evolution. These micro- and macro-anatomical differences between the left and right hemisphere, together with the relatively small number of functional studies investigating the RIFG, caused us to restrict our hypothesis to the LIFG.

### 6. CONCLUSION

In summary, we suggest that the rostro-caudal abstraction gradient in the LIFG is a part of a general rostro-caudal abstraction gradient in the lateral PFC. Stimuli with a strong sequential component, such as language, music and action sequences, are processed mainly in the LIFG, rather than the rest of the lateral PFC. We have discussed empirical support for the structured sequence processing perspective on LIFG function across cognitive domains, whereas support for the rostro-caudal abstraction gradient in the LIFG mainly comes from the language domain and the cognitive control literature.

The rostro-caudal abstraction gradient hypothesis predicts similar regional brain activation for all the sequential aspects of the domains of language, music and action sequences as well as with abstract sequence-processing paradigms such as AGL. If a rostro-caudal abstraction gradient turns out to also apply to the LIFG as we have proposed, then we have furthered our understanding of the organization of the frontal cortex substantially. Thus, a possible future direction for this line of research is to integrate experimental paradigms from language research with paradigms from cognitive control research in order to elucidate common neural substrates in the lateral PFC, in particular the organization of the lateral PFC into a rostro-caudal gradient and perhaps a dorsal–ventral gradient as well. The AGL paradigm could be used to test the rostro-caudal abstraction gradient. For instance, in sequences spanning longer time scales, the temporal abstraction gradient predicts that longer sequence dependencies activate areas more rostrally than shorter sequence dependencies. The domain generality gradient hypothesis predicts that sequence processing where some element a has to be treated the same irrespective of how it is presented (for instance, in the visual or auditory modality) will produce more rostral activation compared with sequence processing where no generalization across the input domain is needed. These hypotheses about the functional subdivisions of the lateral PFC remain critical objectives for future investigations.
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